**AIDU Program**

**THE RECRUITMENT PROGRAM OF Baidu WHICH AIMS FOR CAMPUS ELITES IN VARIOUS FIELDS**

**WE ARE LOOKING FOR**
- 2022, 2023, 2024 doctoral graduates and outstanding master graduates.
- Focusing on deep learning, machine learning, computer vision, natural language processing, knowledge graphs, speech, big data, data science, autonomous driving, robotics, quantum computing, large-scale distributed systems, information retrieval, recommendation systems and other related fields.
- Having extensive project experience, papers published in top computer science conferences and journals are preferred.
- Having internship experience in Top AI Laboratory and Top Startup is preferred.
- Having excellent ranking in international AI competitions and ACM competitions are preferred.

**YOU WILL GET**
- **BENEFIT**
  - Super-class salary!
  - Priority in residency establishment!
  - Company sponsored post doc program!
- **GROWTH**
  - 1V1 guidance from Baidu AI field Top 20 tutor group. Advanced trainings in professionalism, leadership, business thinking, etc.
  - Prior opportunity to participate in Top academic conferences.
  - Regular AIDUer academic exchanges and project sharing.
- **PLATFORM**
  - The best research team, the most cutting-edge research, the best AI landing scene.
  - Massive real data to realize the algorithm, and the research results to be quickly implemented.

**HOW TO APPLY**
- Submit your resume with your Name, Graduate School, Degree, Major, and Research Direction to: aidu@baidu.com